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experimental, 237
surgical, 117, 122
use of, 239
platform trial
def., 782
platinum, 607
play the winner, 419, 505
Pocock boundary, 563
Poisson distribution, 478
Poisson rates, 479
Poisson, R., 748
polio, 20, 55
polyposis, 607, 609
portacaval shunt, 121
posterior distribution, 207
postmarketing surveillance, 401
power, 179, 222, 430, 432, 463, 464
calculating, 435
comparative trials, 457
computer programs, 487
curve, 179, 488
def., 782
equivalence trials, 239
event rates, 464
nonparametric assumptions, 466
nonadherence, 484
parametric assumptions, 464
post hoc, 180
for prognostic factor analyses, 660
sample size, 435
simulation, 487
t-test, 459
practice
vs research, 48
pragmatic perspective, 574, 575
precise
def., 782
precision, 219, 223, 432, 439, 609
def., 782
direct specification, 432
medicine, 11
def., 782
relative, 453
prevention, 10
primary, 99, 103
secondary, 99
tertiary, 99
prevention trials, 99, 100, 218
error rates, 459
methodology, 105
vs therapeutic trials, 100
primary outcome, 782
prior distribution, 205, 447, 557
clinical, 206
eliciting, 206
enthusiastic, 206
reference, 206
skeptical, 206
privacy, 71
probit
def., 782
problems with trials, 284
product limit method, 157, 602, 603
professional conduct, 83
prognostic biomarker, 403
prognostic factor, 403, 600, 626
analysis, 644
balance, 499, 501
classification, 464
classification, 499
def., 782
motivations, 645
neural networks, 667
nonmodel methods, 665
recursive partitioning, 666
sample size, 486
scale of measurement, 648
proportional hazards
analysis
power and sample size, 660
progression, 159
free survival, 159
proportional hazards
def., 782
model, 648
proportions, 34
prostatectomy
robotic, 45
protocol, 243, 542
agent information, 249
background information, 248
concept sheet, 244
def., 783
deviation, 245
deviations, 245
dosage modifications/side effects, 249
drug information, 249
eligibility criteria, 249
importance, 243
objectives, 248
outline, 246
publishing, 714
purposes, 244
randomization, 249
serial measurements/study calendar, 248
staging criteria, 248
statistical section, 250
treatment evaluation, 250
treatment program, 248
PSA, 163, 165, 402
pseudorandom numbers, 508
def., 783
Ptolemy, 734
publication bias, 30, 182, 297, 713
def., 783
p-value, 178, 204
def., 783
eyearly stopping, 563
meaning, 178
poor properties, 619
reporting, 717, 725
statistical significance, 609
strength of evidence, 174
summarizing data, 176
type I error, 178
versus confidence intervals, 619
quality assurance
DSMC, 540
quality of life, 138, 161
quantile
def., 783
quinine, 115
radiotherapy, 111, 134
random
def., 783
effects models, 628
random error, 172, 173, 217
size, 181
versus bias, 172
random missingness, 585
randomization, 19, 21, 32, 214, 218, 304, 353,
378, 494, 690
adaptive, 503
administration, 507
benefits of, 497
bias control, 185
blocked, 500
causal inference, 495
cluster, 481
clusters, 495
constrained, 500
tube control over unknown factors, 497
tube control over, 498
tube in crossover trials, 686
def., 783
design, 233
difficulties with, 32
discontinuation of a subset, 126
ehrs, 44, 76
failed, 518
from the first patient, 32
imbalances, 498
justification of type I errors, 509
in middle development, 291, 386, 389
need for, 493
pre-randomization, 519
protocol, 249
reasons for early initiation, 32
safety and activity trials, 378, 389
sealed envelopes, 508
simple, 498
tests, 509
treatment mechanism trials, 304, 353
tuberculosis trial, 494
unbalanced, 76
urn designs, 504
randomized discontinuation, 241
randomized phase II, 387
randomized trials
key features, 399
tue positive rate, 398
ranking and selection designs, 391
rate
def., 783
to ratio
def., 783
scales, 142
rationalism, 22
RCT, 397
key features, 399
reliability, 398
reasoning
clinical, 14, 17
statistical, 15–17
recursive partitioning, 666, 667
re-design, 425
registration of trials, 88, 89, 711
regression model
collinearity, 654
multiple, def., 780
multivariable, 653
univariable, 653
regression to the mean, 237
relative risk, 149
reliability
of RCTs, 398
repeated measures, 160
replication, 173, 218, 231
reporting, 709
abstracts, 711, 718
structured, 719
biological consistency, 725
comparative efficacy trial background, 722
comparative efficacy trial discussion, 724
comparative efficacy trial figures and tables, 725
comparative efficacy trial methods, 722
comparative efficacy trial results, 723
CONSORT, 709
efficacy, 720
electronic, 730
eligibility failures, 722
epidemiologic studies, 710
evaluating the literature, 712
exploratory analyses, 725
guidelines, 709
ICH, 709
guidelines, 715
ICMJE, 709
intention to treat, 725
negative results, 714
objectives of phase I trials, 719
patient characteristics, 720
peer review, 712
pharmacokinetic models, 720
phase I trials, 712, 719
publication bias, 713
p-values, 725
safety and activity event rates, 721
safety and activity feasibility, 721
safety and activity treatment comparisons, 721
safety and activity trials, 720
statistical methods and assumptions, 723
statistical significance, 725
structured abstracts, 711
study design, 722
study population, 722
titles, 718
treatment assignment, 723
treatment failures, 723
uniformity, 711
utility of the report, 710
writing the paper, 711
representation, 263, 267, 268, 270
guidelines, 272
NIH and FDA guidelines, 272
race and biology, 273
validity and power, 272
reproducibility, 139
research, 13
clinical and statistical reasoning, 17
right to participate, 268
vs practice, 48
Research Ethics Board, 68
research practices, 740
response rates
5-fluorouracil and colon cancer, 254
response surface

dose-finding, 359
retractions, 732, 736
retroactive definitions, 583
retrospective designs, 246
ridge regression, 193
risk, 149, 151
def., 783
difference, 593
estimates of, 592
example, 658
groups, 656, 658
ratio
relative, 593
versus safety, 151
risk–benefit, 103
ratio, 67
rofecoxib, 706, 709
Roman letters, 770
Royal Statistical Society, 84
run-in period, 264
safety, 151, 375
TEMC review, 540
safety and activity trial, 370, 372, 373, 598
Bayesian methods, 447
bias, 184
data-dependent stopping, 455
def., 784
external validity, 195
objectives, 141
randomization, 378
reporting, 720
sample size, 438
skipping, 376
two-stage designs, 456
safety threshold, 152
Salk polio vaccine trial of 1954, 101
sample size, 219, 256, 430, 463, 467, 470, 485
computer programs, 487
CTE trials, 460
def., 783
DF trials, 336
ES trials, 479
event rates, 466
nonadherence, 482
power, 435
for prognostic factor analyses, 660
re-estimation, 425
SA trials, 372
translational trials, 325
versus number of events, 466
sampling, 17
design, 257
SARS, 55
science, 26
versus nonscience, 27
scientific method, 110
misconduct, 738
norms of science, 738
screening trials, 129
seamless design, 426
seeding trials, 27
selection, 421
randomized SA trial, 389
selection bias, 119, 121, 182, 187, 258, 261
comparative trials, 263
controlled by randomization, 493
def., 784
literature, 714
quantitative example, 259
selection criteria
quantitative, 262
selection designs, 141
sequential methods
design, 551
fully, def., 776
group, def., 776
sequential probability ratio test, 552
sequential probability ratio test, 556
sham surgery, 117, 122, 123, 239
Shelley, Mary, 25
side effects, 249
ES trials, 401
signal-to-noise ratio, 173
significance test, 174, 202
simulation, 222, 487
skeptical prior, 557
sorafenib, 408, 411
spontaneous improvement, 237
staging, 282, 422
criteria, 248
of development, 278
standardization, 213
standards, 213
error, 139
standing trial
def., 784
statistical analysis system (SAS)
data and programs, 761
statistical bias, 172, 188
correcting, 191
statistical reasoning, 15, 16, 18, 197
statistical significance
def., 784
statistical societies
American Statistical Association, 84
Royal Statistical Society, 84
statistics
def., 784
different perspectives, 198
as science, 16
statistical thinking, 16
stochastic approximation, 339
stopping boundary, 75, 553, 555, 560, 561
stratification, 214, 235, 501
def., 784
excessive, 503
structure
statistical model, 198
use of, 31
study cohort, 254
defining, 255
study duration, 218
subjective probability, 205
subjectivity, 224, 335
subset analysis, 514
sulindac, 607
sunitinib, 411
support intervals, 211
support vector machine, 666
surgical trials, 116, 118, 129
developmental, 116
surrogate outcome, 162, 167, 221, 372, 374, 403
cancer, 164
cardiovascular diseases, 166
def., 162, 784
disease specificity, 164
efficiency, 167
eye diseases, 166
HIV, 166
limitations, 168
uses, 170
survival, 158, 168
curves, 157
nonparametric, 602, 612
time, 156
survivor’s bias, 126
synergy
dose-finding, 357
systematic error, 217
systematic review. see meta-analysis
tacit knowledge, 14
target population
def., 784
targeted drugs, 12
targeted therapy
def., 784
Taylor series
def., 784
TEMC
charter, 528
temozolomide, 165
terminology, 6, 7, 23, 768
list, 771
thalidomide, 93
taylor series
def., 784
theory, 22, 226
therapeutic ignorance
ethics, 72
therapeutic intent, 330
therapeutic ratio
def., 785
therapeutic touch, 110
threshold
def., 785
time dependent covariates, 626, 646
time-to-progression, 159
time-to-recurrence, 159
titration
def., 785
toxicities, 249
DSMC review, 540
translational trials, 302
bias, 321
characteristics, 315
def., 315
empirical entropy, 321
sample size, 325, 436
setting, 314
vs dose-finding, 303
trastuzumab, 165
treatment
def., 785
poorly defined, 243
questionable methods in cancer, 73
unproven, ethics, 72
treatment allocation, 492
discovery, 493
haphazard, 498
practical issues, 493
unequal, 467, 513
treatment combinations, 674
treatment cost, 515
treatment differences, 608
treatment effects monitoring, 78, 522
administration, 527
components, 524
data quality, 540
for efficacy, 541
motives, 523
practical questions, 541
statistical issues, 544
tensions, 525
timeliness, 539
weaknesses, 544
treatment effects monitoring committee, 68,
74, 78, 186, 528, 751
baseline comparability, 538
composition, 531
expertise and objectivity, 535
expertise versus objectivity, 535
masking, 532
meeting format, 533
quality assurance, 540
relationship to investigators, 528
relationship to IRBs, 530
weaknesses, 544
treatment failures
reporting, 722
treatment mechanism (TM) trial
def., 785
randomization, 353
treatment preference
ethics, 77
treatment program, 248
treatment received, 576
analyses, 578
trial design, 217
trialist
def., 2
triangular designs, 560
true positive, 379–381, 398
trust, 737
t-test
power and sample size, 459
Tuskegee Study, 58
two-compartment model, 595
two-stage designs, 456
type I error, 141, 175, 176, 178, 194, 433, 459,
560, 562, 565
comparative efficacy trials, 459
control, 154, 176, 630
def., 785
type II error, 175, 177, 178, 194, 433, 459
comparative efficacy trials, 459
def., 785
U.S. Public Heath Service, 58
umbrella trial, 407
def., 785
uncertainty, 218
qualitative versus quantitative, 138
uncertainty principle, 46
univariable
def., 786
univariate
  def., 786
univariate analyses
  reporting, 723
unproven cancer treatments, 73
urn randomization, 504
utility coefficients, 162
vaccines, 101
valid
  def., 786
validity, 397
  biological, 246, 752
design, 246, 752
variability, 31, 218
  def., 786
variable
  def., 786
variances
  unequal, 515
vector
  def., 786
vitamin C, 73
voluntariness
  for informed consent, 68
warts, 109
wash in, 409
washout
  def., 786
washout period, 690
wearable technology, 138
Willowbrook State Hospital, 58
window of opportunity, 30
Women’s Health Initiative, 99, 228, 682
World Health Organization, 61
World Medical Association, 58
writing committee, 728
zidovudine, 37